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User instructions
Setting the time
1. Adjust the watch crown (A), situated on the side
of the case at the 3 o’clock position, out from the
Operating Position (P1) to Set Position 2 (P2) by pulling
outwards. When the crown is fully extended to Set
Position 2 (P2), the second hand will stop clicking.
2. Turn the crown anti-clockwise to the desired time.
DO NOT turn the crown clockwise.
3. When the time is set, push the crown back to the
Operating Position (P1); the second hand will resume.
Please note: Whilst the crown is in the Set Position the
watch is not moisture resistant.
Setting the date and day
1. Adjust the watch crown out from the Operating
Position to set Position 1 (P1) where the crown (A) is half
extended at the first adjustment click.
2. Turn the crown clockwise to set the date and anticlockwise to display the desired day.
Please note: Your watch has a dual language day display
but will only function according to the language you
have set.
3. When the date and day are set, push the crown back
to the Operating Position (P1).
Please note: The date and day should be set before 12
noon so that the calendar indicator changes in sync at
twelve midnight and not 12 noon.
Please note: Whilst the crown is in the Set Position 1 (P1)
or 2 (P2), the watch is not moisture resistant.

Your Uniform Wares timepiece requires a certain
amount of care. The following guidelines will enable you
to ensure its reliability and protect its appearance over
time.
Cleaning
Please use a clean, lint free cloth with warm water and,
if required, a mild detergent diluted in water to remove
any dirt from the case. To clean the lens, use a clean
chamois cloth. Avoid submerging the watch case in
water.
Battery
Your watch’s power source is a Swiss-made Renata cell
which has an estimated lifespan of 60 months. When
your battery requires replacing, please refer to the
Uniform Wares website www.uniformwares.com/service
for information on battery replacement.
Water Resistance
This watch is designed to withstand everyday use and
has a 5ATM water resistance rating. Exposure to high
humidity and light rain showers is acceptable. However,
you should avoid wearing the watch whilst showering,
swimming, diving or during any other activity where
it may subjected to abnormal water pressures or
environments where abnormal heat and moisture are
present (ie ‘saunas’ or ‘hot tubs’). This combination may
have a negative effect on the seals and gaskets of the
watch.
Condensation
If your timepiece experiences a sudden change in
temperature or pressure, a slight condensation may
appear under the sapphire glass. This mist should
disappear by itself and will not affect the functioning of
your watch. If the condensation persists, please contact
www.uniformwares.com/service.

